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ON THE COVER
Oerlikon Fairfield has debuted a complete hybrid-electric drivetrain
technology system with energy recovery from engine to wheel, enabling an
up to 30% fuel-economy improvement. The concept technology is
designed for a wheel loader, but consists of modular components that can
be configured for a broad range of applications.
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POWERTRAIN & ENERGY

HEV drivetrain system
Oerlikon Fairfield offers a complete hybrid-electric drivetrain technology system
with energy recovery from engine to
wheel. Components of the system include
an engine-driven generator to produce
electrical power; a 1.2 MJ ultracapacitor
bank (shown) that stores energy developed by the generator or recovered

through braking; a software control unit;
dual inverters integrated into the front
and rear axles for simplified wiring packages; and four high-power-density traction motor drives at each wheel end that
allow for higher motor speeds and improved performance over various ground
speed ranges. The system offers up to
30% fuel-economy improvement; other
benefits include electrically driven auxiliary drives and the ability to add engine
stop-start technology.
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